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ABSTRACT 
Patients often do not trust their physicians with confidential, private 
information. They are worried about judgment, and ultimately this 
leads to poorer health outcomes. Physicians also do not listen to 
specific groups of people, biasing healthcare decisions. It may, 
therefore, be helpful to complement or delegate some of a 
physician’s tasks to a robot. People are more willing to disclose 
private information to robots, which they find unbiased without 
negative judgment [2]. Robots can ask all relevant questions 
regardless of sex, gender, or sexual orientation [11]. This proposal 
explores the use of robotics within medicine, evaluating patient 
trust and information disclosure, to supplement and promote 
unbiased healthcare provider decisions. The experiment will 
employ a physician to conduct 90 patient interviews between three 
groups (G) using the standardized Brown Interview Checklist, 
either with (G1) or without (G2) a proxy robot. Patients interviewed 
by the robot will be split between those aware (G2a) or unaware 
(G2b) that a physician will be controlling the robot. We 
hypothesize that using a physical robot will improve information 
disclosure with less stress, and perhaps even off-load physician 
workload for more targeted and appropriate healthcare decisions.  
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1 Background 
Evidence suggests that people who disclose relevant health 

information, receive better medical and social support, and leads to 
better overall public health. For example, patients who disclosed 
their HIV status to their healthcare providers had better treatment 
adherence, which can ultimately lead to better public health with 

the reduced risk of transmission [35]. Honest patient disclosure is 
essential to the doctor-patient relationship and can significantly 
impact care [23]. When patients disclose incorrect or inaccurate 
symptoms (i.e. physical injuries/abuse, STI), health behaviors (i.e. 
sexual orientation, drug use), thoughts or feelings (i.e. suicidal), 
clinical decisions may be unhelpful or harmful. 

The lack of full disclosure of a patient’s symptoms can be 
detrimental to the patient. Patients from vulnerable groups are less 
likely to disclose information to their clinicians for fear of 
stigmatization [21, 23]. This particularly impacts women who are 
more likely to experience depression, suicidal thoughts, and sexual 
assault [5, 6]. In surveys involving over 4500 patients, it was 
reported that patients often withheld information for fear of 
negative judgment and embarrassment [23]. Patients who were 
sicker or suffering from chronic conditions were significantly more 
likely to withhold information, indicating that those with the 
greatest need for medical care would lead to compromised health 
outcomes [23]. These results support a belief in the medical 
community that patients lie to their physicians [1, 30, 33]. Such an 
attitude is not conducive to developing a trusting patient-physician 
relationship that is essential for adequate healthcare.   

Building and repairing patient-physician trust is thus 
fundamental in improving preventative medical outcomes, 
adherence to therapeutic strategies, and overall population health 
[37]. While medical education curricula are adapting to raise trust 
during patient interviewing, advancements in automation and 
robotics within the medical field provides unique opportunities for 
bettering patient health through robotic-patient interactions. 
Researchers have vastly improved social skills within elements of 
the Human Robot Interface (HRI) to have a more natural 
conversation and providing a safe environment where people can 
be more honest with disclosing information [4, 14–16, 27, 34]. 

1.1.1 Human Robot Interface Literature. The impact of using 
robots in the context of doctor-patient relationship is largely 
unexplored. However, the feasibility has been demonstrated in 
other contexts involving non-medical information disclosure. For 
example, Lucas et. al demonstrated that virtual agents (VA) can 
elicit increased willingness for subjects to disclose information 
without feeling negative judgment [27]. This was advantageous 
over traditional computer-administered interviewing, based on the 
greater rapport subjects felt within these “face-to-face” interviews 
[17, 34]. Additionally, VA provided a more complex/dynamic 
interview than computerized questionnaires. Therefore, to improve 
information disclosure, increased aspects of anonymity (to reduce 
the feeling of judgement) and rapport building (to improve 
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trust/willingness to share) are important criteria to consider when 
creating tools to help with patient interviewing. 

Efforts to improve rapport building within HRI have led to 
more humanoid traits and specific features for robots, which are 
more likely to build rapport more easily than VA. Trust towards 
robots is influenced by different factors, such as the creation of 
good rapport, its physical appearance and more [2, 14, 20, 25, 28, 
39]. Furthermore, Bickmore et. al demonstrated that the 
combination of nonverbal skills with techniques to demonstrate 
empathy, social dialogue and reciprocal self-disclosure can 
increase trust and rapport between human and computer dyads [5].  

While research in medical interviewing has shaped medical 
student training in symptomatic and health information gathering 
[8, 9, 13] it has not accounted for the implementation of robotics. 
Similarly, HRI has investigated healthcare delivery in the medical 
domain to some extent [6, 12, 26, 29, 31, 36] but not with a focus 
on medical interviewing, enhancing information disclosure and 
building or repairing patient-physician trust. Thus, the integration 
of a social robot for the specific task of health information gathering 
may be beneficial for both patients and doctors. 

2 Key Research Questions 
Therefore, within this proposal, we aim to utilize a physical 

sophisticated humanoid robotic agent as a proxy in conducting 
medical interviews in direct comparison to doctor-patient dyads to 
measure information disclosure, trust, and stress of the patient. 
Does a robot improve the medical interview process/increase 
the rate of relevant medical information disclosure?  

2.1.1 Combined Medical and Engineering Background. As an 
MD/PhD candidate, I can approach this unique HRI challenge from 
the perspectives of both a doctor and researcher. The long-term 
vision of this research is to determine the extent to which new 
technologies (i.e. robotics) can be utilized to increase the efficiency 
and effectiveness of healthcare delivery. My earlier work explored 
(1) how to objectively evaluate the extent of  problems 
doctors/patients face, and (2) how we can augment/ address those 
problems with technological innovations (assistive devices, mobile 
brain imaging and new physical therapies). 

2.1.2 Past Work. Consistent with the neuroergonomic approach 
[3], I (via a comprehensive and multisensory approach including 
portable neuroimaging, electrocardiography, electrodermal 
sensing, accelerometry) evaluated traditional and “smart” 
wheelchairs, gathering one of the largest patient cohorts out in real-
world scenarios [18]. I applied a similar approach evaluating a new 
targeted physical therapy to 86 children (diagnosed from 1118) 
with a motor coordination disorder [19]. 

3 Research Approach and Methodology 
Ninety patient interviews (ages 18-65) randomly assigned to be 

either by physician (G1 - 30), or a robot controlled by a physician 
(G2 - 60). However, for patients that are interviewed by a robot, 
half will be led to believe that a physician is controlling the robot 
(G2a) and the other half will be led to believe that the robot is 
autonomous (G2b – without physician input).  

3.1.1 Robotic Interface. The “Pepper Robot” developed by 
Softbank Robotics will be used as a proxy by the physician. 

3.1.2 Experimental Procedures. Each interview will be 20 
minutes, and encompass questions generated from the Brown 

Interview Checklist (Fig. 1). The patient will be briefed that the 
information while confidential, will be shared with other physicians 
and in the electronic medical record. This is to ensure a typical 
patient interview, as well as reduced confounding factors in terms 
of information disclosure. Additionally, patients will be wearing 
electrodermal activity sensors (EDA) to measure stress, while 
cameras will be measuring facial and body expression/movements, 
along with audio recordings for transcription of the dialogue.  

3.1.3 Analytical Methodology. After interviews, patients will fill 
out questionnaires that measure fear of self-disclosure [10], and 
impression management [24]. Recorded video will be analyzed 
along with facial analysis using the Computer Expression 
Recognition Toolbox (CERT) to evaluate willingness to express 
sadness (generally more sadness represents more willingness for 
self-disclosure) [27]. Dialogue transcripts will be evaluated for 
information disclosure using a weighted indexing design [7, 38] 
quality, scope, and quantity of information.  

3.1.4 Interview Methodology. Each patient interview will use 
the standardized Brown Interview Checklist, specifically within the 
Key Content Areas of History of Present Illness, Understanding the 
Patient’s Perspective, Past Medical History, Family History, 
Psychosocial and Behavioral History, and Functional Status. The 
physicians that will be employed for the interviews will be 2nd and 
3rd-year family medicine residents, to allow consistent and 
experienced medical interviewing strategies.  

3.1.5 Ethical Considerations. By working with patients and 
highly private medical data, unique ethical considerations are 
needed. G1 is being interviewed by a physician, while G2 is being 
interviewed by a physician via a robot. G2b is being deceived into 
believing the robot is conducting the interview, and relaying it to a 
physician, while in reality the robot is a proxy for the interview with 
a physician. The study will be ethically designed with oversight via 
IRB approval to assess the potential risk for all groups.  

Further assessment and mitigation of the impact to the 
researchers and physicians collecting medically private 
information via the robot will be undertaken. This includes 
adequately preparing the physicians/researchers for potential 
stressful events and providing opportunities for feedback during 
pilot testing/redesign,  immediate debriefing of participants to 
minimize the duration of negative social interactions, and a 
debriefing period for the physicians/researchers to voice 
concerns/stress throughout testing [32]. Furthermore, each group 
will have the interview with oversight via a physician at all times.  

4 Predictions/Expected Results 
We predict that G2b patients will feel less judgement and stress 

and disclose information that may have been withheld from a 
human doctor. We believe that using a physical robot over VA will 
produce stronger results via greater influence and more favorable 
responses according to a review of over 30 studies utilizing both 
physical and VA [25]. This study may have profound implications 
for both the HRI and medical communities and has potential for 
more efficient healthcare distribution via the physician, leading to 
more trust between the patient and the medical system.  

This material is based upon work supported by the Air Force 
Office of Scientific Research under award FA9550-18-1-0455. 
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